LEAD.
INSPIRE.
TRANSFORM.

International Exchange
You may apply for the International Student Exchange Program (ISEP) and spend a term at a partner school.
Study at any of our prestigious partner institutions around the world, including the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania (USA), the Melbourne Business School (Australia), Copenhagen
Business School (Denmark), and EDHEC Business School (France), among others.
You can also take a week-long course at any one of the 28 Global Network for Advanced Management
(GNAM) member schools, such as Yale University (USA), Oxford Saïd Business School (UK), and Indian
Institute of Management Bangalore (India).

Drive impactful and sustainable growth
in Asian businesses and societies

Students from partner schools likewise take courses at the Asian Institute of Management, adding to the
diversity of cultures, insights, and interaction on campus.

The curriculum is designed to harness your talent and unleash professional growth. This immersive
education provides real world learning that empowers you to unlock an emerging Asia.

AIM MBA-Yale Master of Advanced Management (MAM) Dual Degree Program
and a Master of Advanced Management in the second year at Yale.

MBA graduates will be able to
•

see the big picture and understand the changing dynamics of business and society

•

employ analytics and critical thinking in crafting competitive strategies

•

manage effective execution with diverse cultures and contexts

•

network with 43,000 alumni across more than 70 countries

•

transform organizations and transcend careers

•

achieve sustainable success

•

Bachelor’s degree

Post-MBA Graduation Employment Statistics (MBA 2016 Cohort)

full-time employment
within 3 months

•

full-time employment
within 6 months (expected)

average annual
salary increase post-MBA

(IELTS Band 6 for applicants from non-English speaking countries)
•

The Asian Institute of Management is a pioneering management school with an immersive,
supportive, and practitioner-oriented culture that develops managers, entrepreneurs,
and leaders who deliver meaningful growth to Asian businesses and societies.

Equivalent to two (2) years’ minimum work experience

Application Requirements
•

Founded in 1968 by the Harvard Business School, along with leading academic institutions in the Philippines

mbaonlineadmissions.aim.edu)

•

Updated Curriculum Vitae

to earn accreditation from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB).

•

GMAT, GRE, or AIM Admissions Test Score Report

•

Transcript of Academic Records or Marksheet and Diploma

Now entering its 50th year, the Institute continues to provide real Asian impact through
its 43,000-strong alumni who lead, inspire, and transform.

•
(for self-employed, practicing professionals, or business owners)
•

Valid government issued ID or ID page of passport for non-Filipino applicants

aim.edu

mba@aim.edu

+63-2-894-0043

